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The- analvsanda we are considering an' of the form 'the dispositiun to manifest III
under stimulux v'. On the approach just meutioncd. to s,ltist\' the conditional analysis in its application to some actual disposition, n'ery possihl« antidote must in
principle he detailed and held tu be absent within tlu- speeificatiun of the- disposition's stimulus. There arc all sorts or putential antidotes to a disposition, mal he
limitk-s-Iv many. And so for an actual disposition it will 1)(' impossible to write clown
I"hatl is. Even if the schematic conditional analysis is correct we can nut gin'
liu-rallv true instances of it. This in tum raises a different qucstion or analvsis: hOI,'
arc \IT to analyse l'OIl\Tpts like 'poisonous', 'rragile', 'soluble'? Ifwe were 10 try ',I is
.watcr-) soluble iff ,I has the disposition to dissolve when placed in water', as I hav.:
just indicated, there .m- no simple dispositions of that sort, since the stimulus clause
:'whe-n placed in water", dues not mention the abscnr-c of antidotes which would
prevent. e.g., a sugar cube c1issoh'ing in water. If that analysis of 'soluble' were
correct. then nothing would l»- correcth' called soluble. If things are correctly to be
called soluble, as 'IT think they are, tlun we must hav« 'x is .water-: soluble iff x has
the disposition to dissolv. when ,\*', where the specification ol s* includes being
placed in wate-r and the negation of all possible antidutcs. Is sumething which is
soluble in this qualilu-d wav reallv soluble? Lewis tends to think that it is, but regards
the question as nsentially idle. Evcn if the simpler analysis WCl't' correct. it would be
misguided pedantrv to deny that a sugar cube is soluble, There is imprecision in our
talk, and the degn't:' tu which it is pcrrnissibk- is tlu- task of pragmatics to assess.
This, I suspect. is a key difli-rcncc bctwceu supporter- o! the conditional analysis and
its oppunents. \ Vhil« I take' the f(Jregoing to suggest that an implicit rrfcrcuce tu
'uormal circumstance" or some other indexical l'll'!1It:'t1t is an incliminabk- part of
our ch.ua: urization or dispositional concepts. Lewis regards these matters as
bt'lunging [0 the general pragmatic topic of what qualilieations we mal' pcrmissihlv
le;l\e umncntionecl .
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In the contcmpor.uv debate mer motivational internalism ahout moral values,

iuu-rnalists hav« shouldered the burden uj' In;lkillg their "ie\\ dcfeusihlc despite
certain senning ronntc-r-r-xampk-s. \\'hile it Set'l1b plausihlr that there must be some
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connection between values' on the one hand and motives on the other, we know
that people are sometimes not motivated by values, even by values that they share.'
Thus contemporary internalists postulate a defeasible yet necessary connection
between values and motives. T vpically they idealize the conditions under which an
agent must be motivated by values, claiming for example that motivation must be
present in all rational persons who accept the moral judgement or for whom the
latter is true." Thus these versions of internalism will be conditional, stating that an
option is valuable for an agent only if that agent would be motivated to perform it
under appropriately idealized conditions.
Robert Johnson has convincingly argued that this strategy leads to its own problems. He suggests that these versions of internalism may have trouble avoiding the
'conditional fallacy'. This fallacy involves overlooking ways in which the conditions
in the antecedent of the conditional expressing the analysis are incompatible with
the claim under analysis. A relevant example of this sort would be where the
idealization involved in setting up appropriate conditions for being motivated is
incompatible with the agent's being in the conditions which ground the reasons. VVe
could then construct a counter-example to the internalist claim by describing a
situation in which the agent has a reason, where the reason depends on the agent's
not being in the ideal conditions for eliciting motivation.
Johnson's argument does not stop at this point. We might be able to construct a
version of internalism that avoids the conditional fallacy. But, he argues, it is more
difficult to avoid the fallacy while retaining the attractions of internalism. In service
of this claim he very nicely sets out (p. 59) two main philosophical merits of internalism: internalism allows reasons or values to figure in both the intentional
explanation of an agent's acting and in the justification of that action.
I think that Johnson's arguments work against the internalist targets he discusses,
and I think he has captured the attractions of internalism. In this paper I want to
piggy-back on Johnson's arguments a somewhat different proposal for defining the
central internalist claims. My proposal involves changing the specification of the conditions in which motivation must be manifest so that it is less idealized. With proper
care we can specify conditions which are ideal enough to ensure motivation but
which are not so ideal as to be incompatible with the grounds of an agent's reasons.
Since Johnson himself suggests (p. 54) that internalism can yet be vindicated, my
thesis in no way contradicts his line of argument. In fact, I shall argue that the new
proposal should be preferred to those considered so far, precisely because it meets
the two desiderata Johnson sets out, while avoiding the sorts of counter-examples
that plague the more idealized internalist theses. Since his discussion lays out the
difficulties clearly, I can re-sumrnarizr- his points rather briefly.
l This paper is a response to R. Johnson, 'Internal Reasons and the Conditional Fallacy',
The Philosophical Qyarterly, 49 (1999), pp. 53-71. I follow Johnson in using the term 'value' here
as a general term to cover, among other things, judgements about rightness and goodness.
2 See D. Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations ofEthics (Cambridge CP, 1989), pp. 45-60:
and ~1. Stocker, 'Desiring the Bad: an Essay in Moral Psychology', Journal of Philosophy, 76
(1~J79), pp. 738-53. esp. p. 744·
3 M. Smith, 'He Moral Problem (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994), pp. Goff.; and C. Korsgaard,
'Skepticism about Practical Reason', .Journal ofPhilosophy, 83 (1986), pp. 1-25.
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Johnson focuses his discussion on a schematic statement of the conditional version of
motivational internalism about practical reasons. In the schema, 'A' refers to the
agent, 'A+' to the agent in ideal conditions, '<\I' to an action, and 'C' to the conditions in which the agent should do the action:
IR. There is a reason for A to <jl in C -7 A+ would want to <jl in C.
Motivational internalism about practical reasons is a view distinct from motivational
internalism about moral judgements or values, but it is often part of the justification
for these other views. (IR), plus the rationalist idea that if an action is morally right
then there is reason to do it, will yield
1\11. It is morally right for A to <jl in C -7 A+ would want to <jl in C.
And that is a schematic statement of motivational internalism about the moral value
rightness. Meta-ethical rationalists, who hold that moral rightness entails a reason to
act," often accept (MI) precisely because they accept (IR). Any difficulties for (IR)
will (if rationalism is correct) be inherited by (MI). I shall follow Johnson in focusing
my discussion on motivational internalism about practical reasons of the sort represented by (IR).
Johnson (p. 59) summarizes the appeal of internalism about practical reasons:
'any account of what reasons are must make plain how, roughly, the reason there is
for A to <jl could be A's reason for oing. And something could be A's reason for <jling only
if it could feature in both (i) the intentional explanation of his <jling, and (ii) his
rational justification for oing.' The internalist constraint ensures that the first desideratum is met by requiring that in some ideal possible circumstances the agent
would have a motive which would in turn partly explain acting on the reason. In addition it ensures that the second desideratum is met by requiring that those circumstances must be rationally optimal. If it is rational for me to be motivated to do
something, then I am justified in doing it. One somewhat oversimplified way to look
at this is that the connection with motivation makes reasons apt for explanation,
while the idealized nature of that connection makes them apt for justification.
Troubles arise because the grounds of some practical reasons are incompatible
with the conditions specified in the idealization. Sometimes we have reasons to act
precisely because we are not fully informed and fully rational. So we would not have
those reasons if we were fully informed and rational. Johnson provides two examples. I might now have a reason to investigate some matter precisely because I
am not hilly informed. If I were fully informed I would not have that reason and
would be unlikely to be motivated to investigate. I might now have a reason to see a
psychiatrist because I am subject to irrational delusions which cause me to think I
I Relativists such as Gilbert Hannan in 'Wha; is Moral Relativism?', in A. Goldman and].
Kim (cds), Values and Morals (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1978), pp. 143-61, count as rationalists in the
intended sense. So of course do non-relativists such as Christine Korsgaard.
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am James Bond. But if I were fully rational I would not have those delusions, and
hence would have no reason and no motive to see a psychiatrist. The problem in
both examples is due to the nature of practical reasons themselves. Reasons are not
bare facts, Rather we have reasons to act because grounds exist for acting in that
wav. One sort of ground we may have is to do with our being less than ideal in
some way. Thus the idealization is in conflict with supposing that the grounds for
the reason in question obtain.
But we cannot do without the idealization. Without it, an internalist about practical reasons runs up against examples similar to those employed by Brink against
motivational internalism about moral values or moraljudgements. Ifwe require that
an age nr has a reason to <I> in some circumstances only if the agent would want to <I>
in those circumstances, we do allow the conditions under which motivation is
relevant to co-exist with the grounds for the reason. Thus in many cases the account
can explain how a p('rson might be motivated by just those grounds. Yet the
restriction to actual conditions is incompatible with agents' having reasons in
conditions where they apparently do have reasons. For example, the irrational agent
has a reason to sec a psychiatrist, even if the irrationality manifests itself partly by
causing the agent to fail to see the need to see a psvchiatrist and hence not to be
motivated. Furthermore, it seems we lose the connection with justification that
internalism was designed to capture. How can it justify an action that it satisfies an
irrational desire? As Johnson puts it, 'this doctrine "trims reason to the size of
individual motives", and by so doing, sacrifices their capacity to be a justification for
acting' .:
The remaining strategy, then, is to vaf)' features of the idealization so as to make
them compatible with the grounds of the reasons in question. Johnson considers
several ways of doing this. One is to require that reasons must be connected to
second-order desires of our most rational selves. Formally this is expressed as
Rl'

There is a reason for A to

<I>

in C ~ .-1+ would want A to want to

<I>

in C.

The problem with this reformulation is that it leaves unexplained the justificatory
status of reasons. On the original internalist accounts, <l>ing was justified by the fact
that it was what one would want to do if completely rational. But that is no longer
true here. And we cannot in general assume that where one has a reason to desire 10
do something one also has a reason to do it. There are many cases where the
reasons to desire an end art' due not to the desirability of the end, but instead to
the effects of having the desire.
Other attempts at reformulation run into trouble with explaining action. For
example, a reformulation might require that a reason be necessarily connected with
a desire of one's more ideal self to do the action in question if in circumstances such
as one's own. Formally this idea could be expressed as
R~.

There is a reason for A to

<I>

in C ~ ..1+ would want to

<I>

ifhe were A in C.

'Johnson p. 62, partly quoting W. Frankena, 'Obligation and Motivation in Recent Moral
Philosophy', in A.I. Molden (ed.), Essays on Moral Philosoph» (Univ. of Washington Press, lCJ58),
pp. 40-81, at p. Bo,
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This formulation would avoid the conditional fallacy, since an agent can have a
desire to do something conditional on being in certain circumstances, even though
those circumstances would be incompatible with retaining that desire. Yet the
requirement would not be useful in explaining why A might <jl. For were A in
circumstances appropriate for satisfying that desire by oing, A would no longer have
the desire.
johnson deploys the same objection against a similar formulation proposed by
Michael Smith," before considering whether some of the explanatory ability of the
requirement could be rescued by coupling it with the claim that moral judgements
themselves necessarily motivate. For reasons too complex to consider in detail here,
johnson argues that the attempt will not succeed in forging a general connection
between reasons and motivation. Thus, he concludes, internalists have an unfinished
task - to specify an account of the connection between reasons and motives which
avoids the conditional fallacy and at the same time allows practical reasons both to
explain actions and to justify them.

II. A SOME\VHAT MORE ML'\!I:\lAL PROPOSAL
As 1 indicated earlier, I agree with Johnson's argument against the internalist candidates he surveys. In fact, because I believe he has rightly characterized the appeal
of internalism, I think his argument suggests that we should renew our efforts to
construct an internalist constraint that avoids the problems he highlights. A strategy
is suggested by the internalist candidates johnson himself has surveyed. They
occupied two extremes with respect to the extent of their idealization. One set altogether avoided idealizing the conditions in which motivation was required. These
had trouble showing how reasons could justify actions. At the other extreme, the
remaining proposals required full rationality and information. I suggest we try to
aim between these two extremes. We might aim to idealize less, but still idealize
enough to provide a justification for acting.
How could we do that? We should start by reminding ourselves that rationality
comes in degrees. The people we know are more or less rational, but none is completely rational. And rationality is structured, by which I mean that it has many
components. Different theories will offer different accounts of those components, but
a rough approximation would include component norms governing the formation of
beliefs in the light of evidence. norms for the pursuit and gathering of evidence,
norms governing the choice of ends, and norms governing the choice of means to
those ends. People can be in greater or lesser conformity to these norms, and some
sorts of breaches may be more irrational than others. Again, different substantive
accounts of rationality will put diflering weights on various violations of rational
norms. Be that as it may, a full theory of rationality would allow us to order people
in terms of rationality from less rational to more rational. More importantly for our
purposes, it would allow us to rank possible states of a singk person based on
"~1. Smith, 'Internal
pp. I09-3I.

Reasons', Philosoph;' and Phenommologica! Research, 55 (1995),
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whatever features the correct account of rationality employs. The relevant information necessary to do so would include at least information about agents' wants, goals
and desires, about their beliefs, about their evidential states, about their intentions and actions, and about how all of these interact over time; but exactly how this
would work would depend on the substantive account.
Given this complete ordering of states of persons, we can compare different total
states which share certain features for their degree of rationality. For example, we
can fix the evidence available to people, as well as certain of their beliefs, goals and
desires, and ask which of the as yet unspecified features would make these people
out to be most rational. With that background, we can now formulate an internalist
principle that is not subject to the conditional fallacy. An agent has a practical
reason to do an action on certain grounds in certain conditions, only if of the complete
descriptions of that agent that include those grounds and circuli/stances, the ones that make the
agent out to be most rational and relevantly informed include a motive to do that
action. In other words, we are defining the conditions that fill in the nature ofA+ for
purposes of (IR) as those in which A has the features (beliefs, desires, goals, intentions) that ground the reason for acting, and is otherwise as rational and relevantly informed as possible consistently with that requirement and with holding C
fixed.
This enables us to avoid the problems with the more idealized versions of (IR).
For we are not requiring A+ to be completely rational or completely informed; it
was these requirements which made (IR) incompatible with the features of A that
grounded the reason in question. Our agent who thinks he isJames Bond may now
have a reason to go to the psychiatrist. For, holding fixed his actions to this point, his
evidence, his beliefs and his desires, it would be more rational to recognize his delusion and form the intention to see the psychiatrist than not to do so.
The proposal captures both the justificatory and explanatory desiderata that
Johnson emphasizes. First, justification: according to the account, one would be
motivated by one's practical reasons if one were as well informed and rational as
possible consistently with the grounds of those reasons still obtaining. Thus a process
of information-gathering, rational reflection and reasoning in the light of that information would yield a motive to act in a rational agent. I am assuming here that
more rational agents will if possible reflect on and reason from their evidence, given
sufficient opportunities. This assumption may be somewhat problematic. Perhaps a
rational agent will not have time to deliberate and hence will not go through the
reasoning that should lead to motivation. To rule out that possibility, it may be that
we should build a requirement of adequate opportunity for reflection right into the
account of the conditions under which motivation necessarily follows upon having a
reason. But in any case, this internalist principle will ensure that there is a 'sound
deliberative route' from the agent's current psychological set to motivation.' An
agent motivated after such deliberation will be justified in acting on the relevant
practical reason.
The phrase comes from Bernard \Villiams, 'Internal Reasons and the Obscurity of
Blame', in his Making Sens« of Humanity (Cambridge CP, 1995), pp. 35-45, at p. 36, quoted by
Johnson on p. 58 to emphasize the justificatory dimension of the internalist requirement,
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As for explanation, that will depend, as it always does with intentional explanations, on the assumption that the agent is rational. \Vhat the account assures is that
if an agent is made aware of relevant information and rationally reflects on it, he will
be motivated to act as the reason would indicate in appropriate circumstances. It
will be possible in those conditions for the reason to explain the agent's action. If the
agent is sufficiently irrational all bets are off But that is the fate of all intentional
explanations in such circumstances. Such explanations work only against a
background assumption that the agent is relatively rational.

Ill.

SO~[E O~JECTIONS

AND REPLIES

Perhaps I should consider some objections. A first objection might strike at the
ability of reasons such as this to justify. For the account entails that a reason based
on false belief is still a reason. Holding fixed an agent's false beliefs and asking what
the agent would do if otherwise fully informed and rational, we often find that the
agent would be motivated precisely because he has a false belief Yet someone like
Bernard Williams might object that if a person mistakenly thinks that a glass of
petrol is gin, and then mixes it with tonic to satisfy a desire for a gin and tonic, it is
not true that the person has a reason to drink the petrol in the glass." That is because
someone in that position is not justified in drinking what is in the glass. Motivation
stemming from false beliefs does not justify, and hence does not give one a reason to
act. I think Williams would be wrong here. While there may be a sense of 'reason'
which makes it sensible to say that the drinker thinks he has a reason but really has
not, I do not think that sense is the usual or primary sense of 'reason'. An agent who
satisfies the revised internalist requirement is in a state which is both explanatory
and justificatory. That was what the internalist constraint on reasons was supposed
to capture. The particular example of the misinformed drinker does not show that
such agents have no justification for acting - that is, for drinking the petrol. Relative
to this agent's beliefs there is a fairly good justification. We might note here that the
drinker need not be irrational to believe that a glass of petrol is a glass of gin. He
might simply lack a sense of smell. But that is not the crucial point. What is crucial is
that it would be more irrational (given othenoise full information and time to assess it)
not to be motivated to drink what is in the glass. Hence there is a perfectly good
sense in which the drinker has a reason to drink what is in the glass.
Another objection might stem from doubts that this sort of internal ism really
avoids the conditional fallacy. There is a certain kind of case where the less idealized
internalism seems to imply that an irrational agent does not have a reason to act
based on what seem like relevant grounds. The case T have in mind is one in which
the agent is truly incapable of being the least bit rational. My revision of the internalist account entails that this sort of agent would then not have a reason grounded
in this extreme irrationality to see a psychiatrist. The purported ground for the
a The example is from \Villiams. 'Internal and External Reasons', in his ,\[oral Luck
(Cambridge UP, 'g80), pp. lOI '3, at p. IO~. \ViJliams claims that the drinker has no internal
reason to drink the petrol.
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reason to 'let, that is, this agent's extreme irrationality, is incompatible with being
motivated, because there is no possible state of the agent in which he has just this
sort of irrationality and is motivated by that irrationality to seek help, Thus
according even to the more modestly idealized internal ism I am proposing, this sort
of irrationality cannot ground a reason to act.
This upshot may seem implausible. Should not such extreme irrationality give an
aficnt even more reason to seek help than a similar person who could be just a bit
morr- rational, rational enough to recognize the delusion and make an appointment?
Should we 110t reject any account that denies that this agent, because of more severe
irrationality, has an extra reason to get help over and above those had bv a somewhat less irrational counterpart?
Here I bite the bullet, and endorse what the modestly idealized internalism suggests: such hl'jJer-irrationalit1' gives an agent no more reason to seek help than a person
who is just a bit more rational. But I do not think that this really causes problems for
the account. Modestly idealized internalism need not deny that this person has a
reason to see a psychiatrist. The extremely irrational agent has grounds of the same
sort to make an appointment as a slightly more rational counterpart has, based on
the Iart that each shares other sorts of irrationality and on the fact that, holding
these other grounds fixed, the most rational thing to do would be to make the
appointment. The view is only committed to denying that alleged grounds for action
which are strictly speaking incompatible with motivation really do give such agents a
reason to act. Any sons of irrationality that are compatible with being motivated can
g-round a reason to act. In this way, denying the hyper-irrational agent extra reasons
to get help hardly seems a problem for the theory.
Suppose instead, the objector might continue, that a person has a rational defect
which is in principle inseparable from its other manifestations and which in principle
makes it impossible to be more rational. I do not actually think that a concrete
example could be made out, because I do not see what could underwrite necessary
connections between distinct manifestations of irrationality. But if such a case could
arise. I think it a fair response to deny that the agent would have a reason to act
based on that sort of irrationality. Practical reasons are supposed to be able to guide
actions, and here. in principle, they could not. It is also worth reminding ourselves at
this point of the connection between internalism about practical reasons and internalism about moral judgements. \Ve were exploring the motivational implications of
practical reasons in part to get at the motivational commitments of judgements regardinf( moral values. The version of internalisrn about valur-s we were considering
had to do with rightness. A case like this would be just the type of case where one
might be tempted to say that while it might be good if the agent was motivated to
art, it is not right or obligatory. If that is the right thing to say at the level of value, it
would indicate that it is also the right thing to say about motivation, at least for the
variety of rationalist who accepts motivational internalism about moral judgements
because of a commitment to motivational internalism about reasons.
Doubtless there is more to say here, but I think that the general strategy for
capturing the internaiist desiderata will be robust in the face of further objections.
Evrn though we shall no doubt need to tweak the account to capture exactly the
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conditions in which to f'Xpt'Ct motivation, the general stratq,'" of rt'Cog'nizin[l; that
rational and epistemic privilege comes in degrees. and of requiring motiv.uion of
agents who are as privileged as possible consisteutlv with the ground of the reasons,
is on the right track.
[ have not discussed another sort of example here, one which might cause inte-rnalist principles to fall {(lUI of the conditional lallacv for a diflerr-nt reason. Tho:«:
examples involve goals that can onlv he achieved through indirection. They would
requirr- us to supplement the present account. However. I think that the strategy I
have sug[l;estee! does avoid the problem Johnson highlights. that the conditions of lull
rationality and information can be incompatible with our reasons to act. The rn,i,see!
more modestlv idealized internalist requirement captures the t\HJ desiderata that
Johnson has dearly highlightf'd, while avoiding the specific pitfalls lu- righth
.
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cautions us agalllst.
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